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Digital Crime Investigative Support
Coordinating and facilitating transnational cybercrime investigations and operations which involve intelligence sharing and providing guidance on best practices in conducting cybercrime investigations.

Cybercrime Training
Providing range of training courses, targeted to the needs of participants, covering topics such as emerging trends in cybercrime, investigation techniques, digital forensics and more.

Strategy & Outreach
Bridging the gap between the police and information communication technology communities, bringing them together to fight cybercrime and to prepare for its future developments.

Cyber Fusion Centre
A secure and neutral collaboration workspace for law enforcement & industry to share & develop cyber intelligence to tackle cybercrime and cyber-enabled crime.
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Davos 2016: eight key themes for the World Economic Forum

- Cybercrime and civil liberties

Highlighted by the WEF’s ‘Recommendations for Public-Private Partnership against Cybercrime’ is the need for information-sharing and cooperation platforms between business and law enforcement, with the INTERPOL Global Complex for Innovation (IGCI) in Singapore recognized as such a model.
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